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[Verse 1:] 
Heard you and your man was beefin' 
Thought I should come and see ya 
To find out if you needed anything 
Just wonderin' if you need a little change 
I've been knowin' you bout forever 
I was thinkin if we got together 
It just might be the truth 
Perfect for me and you 
Now look at here I got somethin for you to hold 
And I don't care who may see it who may know 
Cause' I want ya so bad 
And girl you know I'm a g 
Do you mind taken no for an answer 
Cause' I would like to see if we could 

[Chorus:] 
Kiss a lil bit 
Hug a lil bit 
Touch a lil bit 
Maybe rub a lil bit 
I'm the man of your dreams 
If you know what I mean 
Baby can't you see 
I treat you good 
Just a little 
Kiss you on your lips 
The ones past your hips 
I wanna keep it hood 
Just a little 
Do things that he can't 
I wanna know 
I like it I like it I like it I like it I like it I like it girl 
Lemme hear you say 
I need it I need it I need it I need it I need it I need it boy

[Verse 2:] 
Is it wrong to feel like this 
Is it bad to have you here 
For you I have much respect 
I don't want you to regret 
Steppin up at how you do 
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Even though if you know it's the right move 
Even though if you know it's an upgrade 
Even though if you know if you know you wanna stay 
Look at here I got somethin' for you to hold 
And I don't care who may see it who may know 
Cause' I want you so bad 
Girl you know I'm a g 
Mind takin' no for an answer 
Cause I wanna see 

[Chorus] 

[Verse 3:] 
Do you have the time to stay tonight 
Ohhh ohhh baby 
Do you have the time to stay for life 
Woahh 
Cause our lovin was good 
Girl by now you should know 
There's no way I'm gonna let you go 
I don't mean to bring the pressure 
But girl I'll be a fool if I up and just 
Let you go 
Girl you know I wanna 

[Chorus]
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